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MEXICO—This month is the one-year an-

niversary of the disappearance of 43 normal

school students of Ayotzinapa, Guerrero. World-

wide protests have accused the capitalist state of

this atrocity and the disappearance and murder of

tens of thousands more.

Recently, the Interdisciplinary Group of Inde-

pendent Experts has exposed the government’s

version, which claimed that the students were in-

cinerated. Independent investigators declared that

“there is no evidence supporting the hypothesis

generated based on testimonies that 43 corpses

were burned in the municipal garbage dump of

Cocula on September 27, 2014.” 

The document states that the government omit-

ted, altered, destroyed and concealed proof. It

tortured, invented culprits, did not seek video-

graphic proof of the facts and rejected the inves-

tigation of a fifth bus taken by the students.

Neither did they investigate military personnel or

federal or state police.

It is now known that the students were attacked

in nine locations for almost

three hours, under “a direction

and coordination” that re-

quired complex systems of

communication, infrastructure,

and coordination. The sur-

vivors attribute this aggression

to the army. 

Official investigations say

that the company owning the

buses taken by the students

transports drugs to the US.

This includes the route

from Guerrero Mexico to

Chicago, Illinois. They say

that the fifth bus taken by

the students belonged to

one of the lines involved in

drug trafficking.

The government wants

to convince us that they

and the drug traffickers are

different, but they are the

same. The reality is that the

region of Ayotzinapa and

the Normal school have

been characterized as initiating guerilla move-

ments. Also, this area has many natural resources

that the bosses want to control.

Under capitalism, the working class finds itself

in an inhumane, desperate situation. And workers

in areas like the rural Normal schools are organ-

izing and questioning this system in decline.

The bosses have an endless fear of us. It’s a

war to the death: it’s either

them or us. They do not hesi-

tate to kill us daily and they

subject us to living in fear and

with a sense of distrust. Funda-

mentally they want to teach a

lesson to those who organize

against them in order to main-

tain control.

But the International Com-

munist Workers’ Party (ICWP)

is preparing the final blow, a

communist revolution. We are

not fighting for reforms, for

wage increases or reducing the

hours of work. Instead, we are

organizing worldwide and

with the whole working class

to sweep away all the garbage

that is choking us in every cor-

ner of the planet. 

To hell with these attempts

by the bosses and their govern-

ment puppets to intimidate us!

Our anger is growing and our

organization as the working

class demands a different way. We do not want to

walk on the wrong paths. Our class brothers and

sisters who have preceded us have shown us the

advances and errors of the past. The direct fight

for communism is the solution.

In Mexico, as in other parts of the world, we

workers are organizing for that. Our advances are

modest, but our steps are firm. We need to redou-

ble our efforts. 

We invite you to join ICWP. You can organize

your friends in the factory, the army, in schools,

the fields, in churches and even unemployed

workers. Don’t think that what you can do is too

little. The effort of each one adds up to the real

strength of the working class. We are the major-

ity; they are a handful. You can write for this

newspaper, organize readers’ groups with your

friends and relatives, and distribute the paper.

Whatever you can do is valuable! 

Note: This column resumes the Red Flag se-

ries on the history of communist dialectics.

For at least three decades after the founding of

the Communist Party of China (CPC) in 1921,

the main source of communist philosophy was

the Soviet Union. Some early Chinese access to

Russian dialectical materialism came from the

few Chinese leftists who could read Russian, but

the larger source was Soviet material published

by Japanese communists. Translations from

Japanese and writings by Chinese students who

had studied in Japan were key sources for several

decades.

An important early writer on communist phi-

losophy was Qu Quibai. He studied Russian and

worked as a reporter in Russia, where he became

a communist. In 1923 he taught Marxist philoso-

phy at the newly founded Shanghai University,

and became a member of the central committee

of the CPC. Beginning in 1924 Qu published sev-

eral influential books that explained key concepts

of communist philosophy. 

One of Qu’s main interests in communist the-

ory was the role of conscious political action

within the framework of the inevitability of the

victory of communism. Initially Qu’s knowledge

of Soviet philosophy was more an obstacle than

a help on this issue, since he tried to use the anti-

dialectical “mechanist” viewpoint that all

changes are caused from the outside. This wrong

view was still influential in Russia until the late

1920s (See Red Flag, 10/02/14), but was de-

feated in the early 1930s in the philosophical de-

bates in Russia (See Red Flag, 11/13/14). 

The Soviet debates deepened and clarified di-

alectical materialism and produced several

widely used textbooks. The improved Soviet phi-

losophy was often called the “new philosophy”

in China. Qu accepted this new philosophy, in-

cluding its idea that it is the internal contradic-

tions in things, not external factors, which are the

main cause of development. Qu Quibai was exe-

cuted by the nationalist Guomindang in 1935.

Another major figure of the new philosophy in

China was Li Da, who translated a number of

Japanese-language Marxist philosophy textbooks

by Russian, German and Japanese writers. Later

he was co-translator of one of the Soviet text-

books on the new philosophy. An early member

of the CPC, he left the party in 1923 and did not

rejoin until 1949. His translations and his own

writing had a wide influence, however. 

Li’s most important work was called Ele-

ments of Sociology. Published in 1935, it con-

tained a long section on Marxist philosophy.

This work developed the most important themes

of dialectics and materialism, including dialec-

tical contradictions driving change, qualitative

versus quantitative

change, and that

knowledge is a di-

alectical process

that proceeds from

human practice

and returns to

guide practice. 

Although theo-

retically rigorous,

Li Da’s works

were not aimed at

the mass audience

that the communist

movement needs

to reach. 

Popularization

and defense of di-

alectical material-

ism were the main

aims of the philo-

sophical work of

Ai Siqi, a genera-

tion younger than

Li and Qu. Ai was

educated in Japan and learned Marxism and the

Russian language there. He was co-translator of

an important Soviet textbook. He edited a maga-

zine that explained the new philosophy and wrote

several very influential books on communist phi-

losophy including Philosophy for the Masses

(1936) and Philosophy and Life (1937). 

Ai worked hard to make communist philoso-

phy available to the masses, using popular cul-

ture. He used the film comedian Charlie Chaplin,

immensely popular in China, to illustrate various

ideas from dialectical materialism. In one of his

magazine columns, Ai described the difference

between perception and theory this way: The first

stage of knowledge is perceptual knowledge, the

kind we get by seeing, feeling and smelling. Per-

ceptual knowledge is essential but it must be ex-

panded and corrected by reasoning. Their

mustaches make Charlie Chaplin and Hitler look

similar superficially, but more careful examina-

tion can tell them apart. Reasoning and theoreti-

cal knowledge is often necessary to overcome the

superficial similarities in perception.  

the seed of ayotzinapa must

Bloom in communism

IT WAS THE STATE

the development of communist dialectics in china

Despite the contributions of the philosophers

Ai Siqi
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LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS

Communism – Real and Imaginary

Some 22 years before the Chinese commu-

nists seized state power Mao argued, “A revo-

lution is not a dinner party, or writing an essay,

or painting a picture . . .  A revolution is an insu-

rrection, an act of violence by which one class

overthrows another.”

The problem with the article “Confront Op-

portunities” (Red Flag v. 6 #15) is that it under-

mines historical materialism and the brutal

nature of class rule. 

The article explains, “ Abundance will be a

boon, not an attack, because it will mean that

we can satisfy everyone’s needs. It will mean

that we can work less, and slower, and more

safely, and with less damage to the environ-

ment.

“We can use the extra time to enhance our

educational, political and cultural life. For in-

stance, workers could use the extra time to or-

ganize revolutionary support for others still

under the yoke of capitalism like the recently

striking Potosi (Bolivia) miners.”

This paints a picture that communism is

going to fall from the sky. It understates the

fact that repeated crises of over production will

lead to world war.

Sharpening contradictions among imperia-

lists are already causing proxy wars.  Institu-

tions like the World Bank and IMF (created by

dropping nuclear bombs to serve US imperia-

lism), the role of the US dollar as a reserve 

currency etc., are becoming obstacles to rising

Chinese capital.  Many such contradictions can

only be resolved by world war.  

ravaged cities, nuclear devastation.  It will not

be the way the editorial describes “less work,

work slower, have extra time, abundance”.

Quite the opposite.  

First and foremost, communism is the nega-

tion of capitalism. Our revolution will unleash

new forces of production. The shift from 

working for private profits  to working for the

good of community will liberate us in ways it’s

hard for us to detail. But first we will have to de-

feat capitalism.

Our fundamental task at this time is to pre-

pare the masses for violent communist revolu-

tion.  If we understand and struggle against the

obstacles, we will be able to take advantage of

the overwhelming opportunities to smash capi-

talism once and for all. As Marx put it, “The pre-

history of human societies ends with this

formation (communism).”

--Comrades

Reasons for 

Revolutionary Optimism
The article “Confront Opportunities” (Red

Flag v. 6 #15) correctly states that communist

revolutionaries have good reason to be optimis-

tic.  I think it’s unfortunate, therefore, that its

conclusion seems so pessimistic.  

The article says that the opportunities to ad-

vance communism that surround us “really are

overwhelming us.”  It gives examples of how

our Party work has fallen short.  But it gives no

examples where we have started to take ad-

vantage of opportunities, even in a limited way. 

We shouldn’t be pessimistic or feel overwhel-

med.  We have already begun to make limited

efforts to “open up new arenas of struggle.”

We don’t all agree on what tactics are consis-

tent with our political line of mobilizing the mas-

ses for communism, so there’s a lot to discuss.  

Let’s talk and write more about the work

we’re doing.  That way we’ll learn how to do it

better and differently and more.  

--Comrade reader

A Communist World

Having worked, and lived in a capitalist racist

society, I saw and learned that we the people

must fight for a Communist society. The killing

of people by the police is only another way of

this capitalist society showing their fear. 

Yes, fear. They are afraid that we will all get

together--that they will have a mass that they

can’t control. Division is one way of keeping the

people apart. “Oh yes, let them believe they are

different.” This must be stopped. We are all

human. 

What are they afraid of? Are they afraid of

the people and the struggle they bring to the

table when they are united for freedom? Are

they afraid of a world of communism? Of every-

one heading in the same direction with the

same cause - a team, all team players? Yes.

Dr. Martin Luther King’s speech, I believe,

was talking about a communist society/world,

the people united as one, moving and suppor-

ting each other for the same cause. That cause

is Communism.

When I read the Red Flag articles about lead

found in the environment in El Salvador, the so-

called suicide of Sandy Bland in Texas, and

when I read about Vester Flanagan shooting

two reporters in Virginia and then his suicide—

it just serves to show us the results of people

being abused and the bosses saying “we found

no evidence of wrong-doing” by their murde-

rous cops or system.

mentioned here, Mao Zedong was by far the most

influential communist philosopher in China. Tak-

ing over the new philosophy, he acknowledged

that he learned a lot from the others mentioned

here. From intensive collective study in the lib-

erated area in Yan’an China in 1936-37, he pro-

duced a summary of dialectical materialism from

which two important essays were extracted, “On

Practice,” and “On Contradiction.” Our next two

columns will discuss these important essays. 




